
Yesterday marked a quarter century since the
Cartoon Network burst upon the pastel-colored
landscape of American television animation,
redefining the way kids’ entertainment was
beamed into homes. Launched when ratings for
morning cartoons were dropping and “The
Simpsons” was starting to dominate primetime,
many thought Turner Broadcasting Systems’s
$320 million purchase of the Hanna-Barbera
library was lunacy.

But Ted Turner, whose company already owned
extensive back catalogues from MGM and Warner
Bros., believed there was a gap in the market for a
round-the-clock, seven-day channel showing car-
toons that young and old could enjoy. His vision
has been spectacularly vindicated, with CN grow-
ing from a modest start-up to one of cable TV’s
most popular programmers, seen in around 100
million American homes and in more than 170 oth-
er countries. 

“The thing that separates us is that we have
artists driving the process here for everything,”
chief content officer Rob Sorcher said and other
media outlets on a recent tour of its headquarters
in Burbank, California. “That is a fundamental dif-
ference from most other studios, because the
artists are telling the stories through drawings.
There aren’t scripts getting done in most cases,
and then animators animating them.” In its infan-
cy, the network showed re-runs of “The
Flintstones,” “The Jetsons,” “Scooby Doo Where
Are You!,” “Tom and Jerry,” “Popeye” and many
other classics.

It went into original programming with “The
Moxy Show” in December 1993, following up
with “Space Ghost Coast to Coast” and, from
1997, “Johnny Bravo,” which raised eyebrows with
its adult humor but became iconic. More recently
the network has churned out numerous hits
including “Steven Universe,” “Star Wars: Clone
Wars,” “Powerpuff Girls,” “Regular Show” and
“Adventure Time.”

Devouring information    
“Ben 10,” its longest-running franchise about a

boy that can turn into aliens, has enjoyed wide-
spread critical acclaim, winning three Emmys, with
the associated merchandising estimated to have
been worth almost $5 billion. Writer Steven T.
Seagle, whose Man of Action Entertainment studio
produces the show, said one of the challenges has
been to crank up the pace for viewers who are
getting increasingly quicker at devouring informa-
tion in the smartphone age. 

“When I was a kid, if I found out about some-
thing I liked, I’d have to go to a library which might
take a day to get to. I’d have to find some book
somewhere and read it,” he said. “Now if anything
peaks their fancy, they usually have a device, they
find out about it immediately and they exhaust it.
They’re through it completely by the end of the
day and on to something else.”  

Marking CN out from other animation studios,
the network has a “shorts unit” in which artists
aren’t expected to pitch their ideas, instead just
making their seven-minute films and then showing
the executives the result. It is a process that has
spawned nine full series-including big hits like “We
Bare Bears”-and accounts for 80 percent of the
company’s development of new projects. “We Bare
Bears”-about the adventures of three ursine broth-
ers-is made by Annie Award-winning creator
Daniel Chong, 38, whose credits include Pixar’s
“Inside Out” and “Cars 2,” and Disney’s “Bolt.”

Creative control    
“It’s great to be part of the Pixar machine-but it

is a machine. You’re taking a script and boarding it
at the behest of the director,” he said. “I’m now in
control of the product, every decision goes
through me. We don’t have the budget of Pixar or
the time, but I get to tell the stories that interest
me.” With many entertainment networks losing
primetime viewership, CN has been making gains,
finishing number one among ad-supported cable
networks in its core kids 6-11 demo for the first
time in 2015.

As well as competition from traditional rivals
like Nickelodeon, CN is under increasing pressure
from Netflix’s burgeoning slate of children’s pro-

gramming, not to mention Google’s YouTube Kids
and many other video apps. Keen to stay ahead,
CN delivered triple-digit growth in 2015 for its
app and, earlier this year, launched TV/mobile app
hybrid “OK K.O.! Let’s Be Heroes”-about a young
wannabe who lives in a world populated by super-
heroes.

While it may be a brave new world in terms of
technology, some things never change, says “OK
K.O.!” creator Ian Jones-Quartey, whose team
spends about nine months making each 11-minute

episode. “Our method of working on the cartoons
is we sit in a room, we look at pictures and draw-
ings and we pitch them to each other, and we work
on the jokes individually,” the 33-year-old said.
“That’s the same exact way Warner Bros. cartoons
were made back in the day. That’s how all the
Disney movies were made, like ‘Pinocchio,’ ‘Snow
White’-all those cartoons.”—AFP 
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Fe a t u r e s

Flamboyant fashion designer Vivienne Westwood revealed the
secret of her eternal youth Saturday-only taking a bath once a
week. The 76-year-old queen of punk fashion let it slip after
watching her husband Andreas Kronthaler’s spectacularly
idiosyncratic show at Paris Fashion Week. Asked by reporters
how she managed to look so young, Westwood smiled and
said, “Don’t wash too much.” “She only takes a bath every
week. That’s why she looks so radiant,” said Kronthaler, who
Westwood has described as “the world’s greatest designer”.

“I only wash once a month,” joked the Austrian-born cre-
ator, who is 25 years Westwood’s junior. Westwood, an envi-
ronmentalist and vegetarian who has campaigned against the
meat trade depleting water supplies, has previously said that
“I just wash my bits and rush out in the morning and more
often than not get in the bath after Andreas.”

Kronthaler-who is said to have inspired comedian Sacha
Baron Cohen’s 2009 fashion satire “Bruno”-lived up to his
reputation for decadent excess in his Paris show which featur-
ing no less than 68 looks and a dozen more human sculptures
wrapped in duvets. “There is nothing better than giving peo-
ple choice,” he told AFP of a collection he said was filled with

“lust, desire, sex and sadness. “We travelled quite a bit this
summer and I tried to put it all into it.”

Named dresses after cows   
He said he spent some of his time on holiday in a Tyrolean

cowshed and named the dresses in his collection after the
cows. One outfit is called Vivienne after a calf his wife helped
deliver. Two others are called Naomi and Donatella, two
names more redolent of the runway than alpine pastures.
“Now I am ready for something different... I cannot wait to get
my hands on the next mess,” Kronthaler added.

The designer said his Austrian country childhood with its
corsets and traditional drindl dresses was the springboard for
his at times wildly experimental collection that included two
models wearing a set of curtains complete with rails. A painted
satin dress fit for a Chinese empress, however, drew sponta-
neous applause from the front row. “Folklore gets a bad name
but we should use tradition,” Kronthaler said. 

“I had a completely secluded safe and happy life growing
up, and when that is embedded in you, you go through life in
that way. If you can give someone the chance to live in the

countryside I would always tell them to do so,” he added. But
Kronthaler, whose Andreas Kronthaler for Vivienne
Westwood range alternates with his wife’s collections, said he
did not always appreciate his rural idyll. “For a long time I did
not like my name and where I came from. I always wanted to
be called Maximilian or Augustus. I wanted to come from
somewhere like Rome. Today I’m okay with it all. The older I
get the more sensual I feel.” 

Kronthaler’s show was one of a clutch of eye-catchingly
original shows on Saturday. The Japanese Comme des
Garcons label-whose shows also push the boundaries of the
wearable, and those between art and couture —  sent out a
line of gravity defying outfits and colorfully printed double
coats, one worn inside the other. Earlier former Comme des
Garcons stalwart Junya Watanabe wowed critics with his two-
tone punk designs made from prints from the famous Finnish
textile house Marimekko.—AFP 

Models present creations by Comme des garcons, during the
women’s 2018 Spring/Summer ready-to-wear collection fashion
show in Paris.—AFP

Designer Vivienne Westwood, right, is joined by Andreas Kronthaler
at the end of the Vivienne Westwood Spring/Summer 2018 ready-to-
wear fashion collection presented in Paris. — AP

Cartoon Network at 25: Sketching out a cutting-edge future

This file photo shows, left to right, Shelby Rabara, Charlyne Yi, Jennifer Paz, AJ Michalka, Rebecca
Sugar, and Tom Scharpling of ‘Steven Universe’ at New York Comic Con in New York City. — AFP

Director turns
to virtual reality 
to tastefully
show tragedy
For 25 years filmmaker Gina Kim wanted to make a
movie about the true story of a South Korean sex
worker killed by an American soldier, but struggled
with how to do so without feeling she was exploit-
ing the victim. Then virtual reality arrived. Through
a partnership of storytelling and technology, Kim
finally brought the 1992 murder to life in
“Bloodless,” a 12-minute piece that won the award
for best VR story at this year’s Venice Film Festival.
The director said virtual reality is providing new
ways to depict tragedies without making them into
a spectacle.

“It allows you to feel the pain of others as if your
own,” Kim said in a recent interview with The
Associated Press. “VR is not cinema. It’s something
else.” Kim was a college freshman in 1992 when
South Korea exploded in rage at the incident
involving the soldier and sex worker in the town of
Dongducheon, home to a US military base 40 kilo-
meters north of Seoul. Protesters, including Kim,
took to the streets, trying to shed light on the grim
conditions of sex workers and to urge the South
Korean and American governments to bring the
soldier to justice.

Yet it was during those protests that Kim first
saw how apparently well-intentioned people could
exploit the very person they were trying to help.
Protesters seeking to highlight the case had printed
fliers and posters of a leaked crime scene photo
showing the unclothed body of the 26-year-old
woman brutally disfigured and damaged. The image
led to an outpouring of anger that eventually led to
the soldier’s hand over for trial in South Korea,
where he was convicted of murder. Yet Kim and
others lamented how the reprinted image was a
form of violence against the woman and her family.

“I felt extremely disturbed and awful about it,”
Kim recalled. It was that memory that stifled Kim’s
efforts to bring the story to cinema for so many
years. “I worked on it and stopped trying to come
up with a better way of telling the story with the
right ethics of representation and it was extremely
difficult,” Kim said. The “cinematic medium is such
a voyeuristic medium and the viewers enjoy what
unfolds on screen as a spectacle.” Only after she
was introduced to virtual reality, was she able to
find a way to portray the death.—AP

In the hinterlands of Naples a revolution is afoot: locals
tired of drug lords are taking the fight to the mafia and
their weapon of choice is the humble book. Tucked away
between squats and roadside traders of broken toys rises
the first bookshop in nearly 50 years. The concrete sprawl
of Scampia, a bastion of the ruthless Camorra organized
crime group, was immortalized in the 2006 bestselling
book “Gomorrah” by Roberto Saviano and in a popular
spin-off film and television series. Now one of the poorest
areas in southern Italy is attempting to cast off the stereo-
type of Kalashnikov-wielding teens and get its young off
the streets by flooding the turf with theatre, cinema and
literature associations. The tower blocks, riddled with
asbestos and divided by rubbish-strewn no-man’s lands,
were thrown up in the 1970s. “There has never been a
bookshop here. We had to travel 10 kilometers to buy a
book,” Rosario Esposito La Rossa, whose shop
“Scugnizzeria” opened a week ago, told AFP.

Widespread illiteracy
The idea for the small store, which also has a room for

theatre and study groups, followed the death of La Rossa’s
disabled relative Antonio, caught in the crossfire of a 2004
shootout and labelled a trafficker by the state. “He was hit
by two bullets as he played table football, but police said
he had links to the Cali cocaine cartel in Colombia. We
fought for 10 years to clear his name and it became a cul-
tural battle for our neighborhood,” he said.

When La Rossa inherited the Marotta&Cafiero pub-
lishing house in 2010 he moved it to Scampia to continue
the fight. “There were those who said we would close
within a few weeks because no-one reads in Scampia, it
has the highest illiteracy rate in southern Italy. Seven years
on and we have published 88 books,” he said. The 29-year
old is just the tip of an iceberg of change slowly edging its
way across the northern suburb of Naples. The govern-
ment has pledged to demolish three of the four remaining
Sails of Scampia, notorious tower blocks shaped like sails
where staircases boast metal gates installed by traffickers
to slow down police during raids. —AFP

Naples fights mafia - with 
first bookshop in 50 years

In this photograph, Rosario Esposito La
Rossa poses in his bookshop
‘Scugnizzeri’ in Scampia on the outskirts
of Naples. — AFP

Don’t bathe more than once a
week, says designer Westwood


